Institutional Databases are one of the two major categories the Modern Language Association (MLA) has when it comes to citing an online or electronic journal article.

**CHICAGO JOURNALS**

*But Some of Us Are Brave: Black Women Faculty Transforming the Academy*  
Author(s): Winnifred R. Brown-Glaude  
*Source*: Signs, Vol. 35, No. 1 (Summer 2010), pp. 801-809  
*Published by*: The University of Chicago Press  
*Stable URL*: http://www.jstor.org/doi/10.1086/591025  
*Accessed*: 27 June 2014

Your use of the JSTOR archive indicates your acceptance of the Terms & Conditions of Use, available at http://www.jstor.org/page/termsofuse.php

JSTOR is a non-profit service that helps scholars, researchers, and students discover, use, and build upon a wide range of content in a trusted digital archive. We use information technology and tools to increase productivity and facilitate new forms of scholarship. For more information about JSTOR, please visit: support@jstor.org.

Citation is built as follows:  
**Author**  
**Title of Article in quotes**  
**database**  
**Medium of Publication**  
**Date of Access**


Order of information:  
**Author**, **Title of article in quotes**, **Title of Journal in Italics**, then comes **Volume and Edition**, **Date of Publication** in parentheses, colon, **Page Numbers**. JSTOR is the **Database** where the article was found. **Web** is the **Medium of Publication**. The last date is your **Date of Access** to the article.

Most institutional databases will provide readers with all the publication information they need on the first page or at the top of the electronic document. Journal articles found on the internet through an institutional database, like JSTOR, Project Muse, or ERIC fall in this category.

As usual, for in-text citations you can paraphrase, summarize or quote, always giving credit to the original author(s).

Further information about this and other great resources for a more precise and in-depth explanation of MLA style:  
https://owl.english.purdue.edu/owl/resource/747/01/  
Created by Michelle Campbell and Rodrigo Rodríguez-Fuentes.